
To the portuguese women, to the women of the world

Solidarity with the Syrian Women

In the morning of April 7th, the north-american administration launched 59 cruise missiles against 
the air base of Shayrat, claiming, without any evidence, that the alleged chemical attack to the city  

of Khan Shaykhun, on April 4th, was carried out by the Syrian Army from that base.

The  Syrian  government  rejected  these  accusations  vehemently  and  accused  the  extremist 
opposition and their sponsors of this attack. The Russian Defense Bureau, that has been having a 
vast  intervention fighting the local  terrorism and freeing the people of  the dominated territories, 
informed that the syrian aviation attacked the Jihadist ammunition deposits near Khan Shaykhun, 
that held chemical weapons to supply other terrorists in Iraq.

On April 7th, during an urgent meeting of the UN Security Council about the US attack against the 
Syrian base,  the north-american  ambassador, Nikki  Haley,  was remarkably  clear about  the real 
purposes in short and medium term. In front of the UN, she announced that Washington is willing to 
take more action against Syria, standing behind Donald Trump, who also said that the USA will  
adopt  additional  measures if  necessary in  order to defend their  national  interests,  their  exterior 
policy and their security. Nikki Haley, in an interview to the CNN, went further. She prophesied that a 
"regime change" in Syria will happen sooner or later, because "all of the parties are going to see 
that Assad is not the leader that needs to be taking place for Syria", and that a political solution for  
Syria will be impossible while president Bashar Assad remains in power.

In this situation, it is our duty to remind, as if necessary, that the international community cannot 
allow to happen in Syria what took place in Iraq (in 2003) or Lybia (2011). These two countries were 
destroyed with the excuse of existence of weapons of mass destruction, which was never proved, 
and a so-called "arab spring", contesting "dictators", that hippocritically was supported by the USA 
to divide, reign and exercise their hegemony over the region and better take advantage of its natural 
resources.

The hard consequences of those wars and interferences were suffered by the people, particularly 
women and children, who witnessed the destruction of their homes, schools and hospitals; who lost 
and continue losing their parents and are also dying helplessly. Many thousands of people fled the 
war, abandoned their houses, only to lose their life at sea, in the mountains, at the refugee camps. 
The syrian women and people are suffering the horror of terrorism and divisionism that the foreign 
forces created there.



The sitaution is clearly dangerous. The threats of US interference rise, with the most varied outlines 
and excuses. Donald Trump refers ironically and cinically to Iran, Russia, North Korea and China, 
arrogantly lecturing about "democracy", in a rude disrespect of the right of the countries to have a 
sovereign internal and external policy, following the rules and the international law. The alliance with 
Israel (the only arab country that owns nuclear weapons) to increase the attacks to Palestine, the 
connivance of  the US with european countries in  the attacks of Yemen and others in  Northern 
Africa, or the brutal strike against Venezuela in Latin America, reveal a warmongering maneuver 
organized and coordinated by the major military centers of imperialism.

The installed political tension and the visible weaponry escalate, linked to the nuclear potential of 
these powers, cannot leave us indifferent.

We must, at all cost, avoid a 3rd world war that would lead to the destruction of humanity.

By associating with the stream of women's and peoples' movements that all over the USA, Europe, 
Middle East and Latin America are on the streets protesting against war in Syria, demanding that 
Trump take his hands off Syria and calling for peace, we, the portuguese women, organized in the 
Democratic Women's Movement, condemn the advances of the USA in Syria and:

- We demand, facing this aggression, that a meticulous investigation takes place concerning the 
alleged chemical attack of April 4th that served as excuse for this US attack. The use of chemical 
weapons is illegal and is condemned by international conventions, therefore the investigation must 
be accurate and fast. No country, not even the USA, can make unilateral accusations about this 
issue, leading to an alarmism of unpredictable consequences;

- We appeal to the portuguese women to demonstrate for Peace and for the right of peoples of their 
sovereignty, condemning the aggression of Syria that has been happening in the last six years, 
demanding the end of military and financial support to terrorist and segmentation forces that spread 
fear and terror at the service of the most aggressive forces of imperialism;

- We appeal to the heart of the women to intensify their solidarity with the women of Middle East,  
from Syria to Palestine, so that our voice reaches the White House, the UN, the European Union,  
the Portuguese Government, and all who have in their hands the power of decision and negotiation 
to put an end to these conflicts. By putting a stop to the weapon race and the interference and 
oppression wars, we will have more power to live in equality and in Peace.
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